Title of research: Programmer for Developing Online Educational Materials

Description & Qualifications: My educational website Chemistry Community at https://lavelle.chem.ucla.edu/forum/ needs a phpBB module that allows users to thank each other for posts and then displays the rating based on thanks in the page index. Specifically this Thanks for Posts module https://www.phpbb.com/customise/db/mod/thanks_for_posts/ needs to be fixed. Currently it gives duplicated output and incorrect stats.
Project is very specific: Install phpBB and the Thanks for Posts module on your machine. Then clean up and debug the Thanks for Posts module codebase.

Requirements: Must be able to program in PHP. Familiar with phpBB optional but helpful.

Hours per week: 8-10 (2 units SRP 99) or 16-20 (4 units SRP 199)

Quarters recruiting: Immediately

Contact info:
PI: Laurence Lavelle, Ph.D., M.A., M.Sc.(Dist.), B.Sc.(Hons.), B.Sc.
Dept: Department of Chemistry & Biochemistry
Address: 3048A Young Hall, UCLA
Email: lavelle@chem.ucla.edu
Website: Faculty Page Author Page